B lymphocyte regulation of the immune system. I. In vivo biologic activity of the novel lymphokine, B cell-derived enhancing factor (BEF).
B cell-derived enhancing factor (BEF) is a lymphokine of B cell origin which was originally identified and characterized by its ability to enhance in vitro antibody responses, an effect shown to be due to the ability of BEF to reduce the activation of suppressor T cells. The present study was undertaken to determine whether BEF could also be active in modulating antibody responses in vivo. The data presented here demonstrate that BEF is biologically active in vivo, as manifested by significantly enhanced primary IgM and IgG antibody responses in mice that were either injected with BEF prepared exogenously or implanted with growing BEF-secreting cells of a B cell line. Moreover, BEF was shown to enhance subsequent development of immunologic memory in mice pretreated with BEF at the time of primary immunization; these mice then displayed enhanced secondary responses when challenged with the same antigen some weeks later. The mechanism by which BEF exerts biologic activities to positively modulate in vivo antibody responses and immunologic memory reflects the ability of BEF to modulate one or more T cell functions, as evidenced by the following findings. 1) Transient in vitro exposure to BEF of T cells, but not of B cells, endowed such cells with the capacity to adoptively transfer enhanced primary antibody responses to irradiated recipients. 2) Utilizing adoptive in vivo antibody responses, in which fractionated B cell or T cell populations were obtained from BEF-pretreated mice, revealed that one effect of BEF which results in enhanced immunologic memory is related to its activity on T cells during the priming phase of the immune response. Finally, the existence of this B cell-derived lymphokine and the demonstration of its in vivo regulatory effects on the immune system provide yet another example of the emerging biologic importance of B lymphocytes in the overall regulation of the immune system.